Deep subwavelength optical imaging, i.e., the capability to discern details much smaller than the wavelength of the illuminating light, will have a strong impact in the life science and in a broad range of next-generation scientific and industrial applications. State-of-the-art approaches to beat the diffraction limit in optical imaging include using (1) artificially engineered materials (e.g., superlens 1 and hyperlens 2 ) and (2) fluorescent markers, such as photo-activated localization microscopy (PALM) 3 and stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM). 4 Despite demonstrated superior performance, the implementations of these sophisticated techniques face fundamental challenges, 5 including material attenuation and as yet unattainable fabrication finesse, or only work for a narrow class of samples. [6] [7] [8] Another approach to achieve deep subwavelength resolution is the near-field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM). 9, 10 Still, NSOM suffers from low transmissivity of optical signals as the apertures are far smaller than the incident light wavelength. Here, we propose and numerically demonstrate an ultra-high resolution (wavelength/50), high-throughput ($66%), and non-destructive optical lens with a large contrast-to-noise ratio, based on the notion of correlated nano-torches formed in a subwavelength metallic grating. The correlations between the nano-torches also allow the determination of the complex refractive index of the sample.
In practice, even with the enormous advances brought about by electron and scanning probe microscopy, about 80% of all microscopy investigations in the life sciences are still carried out optically. 11 It is thus highly desirable to develop a robust optical imaging technique that overcomes at least some of the limitations in the current approaches. This article proposes a conceptually ultra-high resolution, highthroughput, and non-destructive optical lens based on artificially engineered materials for optical imaging that beats the resolution limit of conventional optical instruments and of the recently demonstrated superlens and hyperlens. The key enabling mechanism to achieve ultra-high resolution is to create an array of correlated nano-torches to light up the surrounding sample: each nano-torch has a linear dimension that is far smaller than the wavelength and contains strong evanescent fields that greatly enhance the light-matter interactions. In such a mechanism, the resolution is primarily determined by the size of the nano-torch rather than the wavelength of the illuminating light. Moreover, the brightness of each nano-torch depends on the light-matter interactions occurred at its neighboring torches. The correlations between the torches enable the differentiation of contributions from the scattering and absorption of the signal, thereby allowing the determination for the complex refractive index of the sample. The mechanism is also potentially scalable for different illuminating wavelengths as long as the criteria for correlated nano-torches are satisfied.
The simplest realization of the nano-torches-lens is a one-dimensional subwavelength metallic grating (Fig. 1) . To demonstrate the superior performance, we show numerically that the lens can achieve a resolution of k=50 ($40 nm at wavelength k ¼ 2:08 lm) and has an extraordinarily large signal throughput, even in the presence of material attenuation. We further show that near-field information can be encoded into propagating waves by coupling the nanotorches-lens to a passive waveguide. Owing to the large electric field enhancement, the lens provides a large contrastto-noise ratio (CNR) and thus is robust to external noises.
The nano-torches-lens is made of a metallic thin film with periodic cut-through slits, which can be either filled with transparent dielectric materials or left unfilled. The slit width a and the grating periodicity d are in the subwavelength regime, i.e., a < d < k. It has been shown both theoretically 12 and experimentally 13 that the lens exhibits artificial dielectric behaviors and can be precisely mapped into a homogenous dielectric slab, showing a Fabry-Perot transmission spectrum. At resonant frequencies, the lens permits a large signal throughput for an incoming TE wave (i.e., transverse electric field pointing in the x-direction), which could increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when noises have fixed power levels as limited by the detection system. The extraordinary transmission is due to the subwavelength periodic structure and cannot be achieved by using only a single slit. Moreover, the electric fields in the slits are greatly enhanced (the enhancement factor is d/a for perfect electric conductor 12 ), and strong evanescent torches are formed at both ends of each slit, which enhance the light-matter interactions (Fig. 1) . In this article, we show that the lateral resolution of the image is determined by the torch size, which can be one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength. The size of each torch in the x-direction is defined as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the electric field; numerically, it is found to be on the same order of the slit width.
To perform the imaging process, here we describe the general scheme as follows:
1. System setup: A sample is placed on the same side of the illuminating light beam to interact with the evanescent torches ( Fig. 1 ). On the other side of the lens, a detector is placed in the proximity of one slit (detection slit) to measure from the slit the output optical flux (thus the field strength). One important feature of the nano-torches-lens is that the slit transmissions are coupled so that when one slit is covered by the sample, the field strengths in its neighboring slits are modified as well. Consequently, each measurement includes information about the local optical properties in all nanotorches at the same time. 2. Data acquisition: Consider a long sample with an unknown refractive index profile n(x) which is to be determined. n(x) is assumed to be real for now. The following procedure determines n(x) over a continuous segment with length Nd, where N is an arbitrary positive integer. The refractive index of the sample beyond the segment is assumed to be n b uniformly.
(i) Select a step size d, which also specifies the pixel size in the reconstructed image. The imaging resolution will be found to be maxfa; dg. (ii) Divide the segment into ND slices, where D ¼ d=d. Without losing generality, here we assume d ¼ a, and the lens is designed such that d/a is an integer. The index of each slice is taken as uniform and is denoted by n i ; i ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; ND, from right to left. (iii) Start with the i ¼ 1 slice covering the detection slit and record the measurement E 1 . Note that the other slits are covered by the recurrent slices la-
The set of the slices is collectively denoted by S 1 .
(iv) Shift the sample by d in the x-direction so that now the i ¼ 2 slice covers the detection slit. Record the measurement E 2 . Now the other slits are covered by the recurrent slices labeled by
The set of the slices is collectively denoted by S 2 . S 1 and S 2 are exclusive. Fig. 2 depicts the configurations for the slices comprising a general set S j . (v) Repeat the shift till i ¼ ND slice covers the detection slit and record the measurement E ND . These ND measurements fE 1 ; E 2 ; Á Á Á ; E ND g can be partitioned into D groups, according to the slice set S j ; j ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; D. Each group contains N measurements.
To extract the global information of the sample, we develop a highly efficient and accurate inverse differential algorithm to reconstruct the image from the measurements as follows. 3. Reconstruction algorithm: All the measurements in the same group are coupled. To extract the information of n(x), we envision the inhomogeneous sample being imaged is derived from a uniform material with index n b and compare the differential between measurements. The total field differential introduced by the sample is a linear summation of the contributions from all slits, and each contribution is proportional to the local index variation at every slit. For example, the first measurement E j in the j-th group is taken to have the following form:
where E inc is the electric field of the incoming light, and E b is the reference field for a uniform sample with index n b , which can be obtained either numerically or experimentally. The dimensionless quantity C i ; i ¼ 0; 1; 2; Á Á Á describes the self-and mutual-couplings between the detection slit and its neighboring slits (Fig. 2) . C i 's can be either positive or negative and can be numerically determined for specified index variation. Within the j-th group, the N measurements can be recast into a compact matrix form
where DẼ j ¼ ðE j À E b Þ=E inc is the normalized field differential and Dn j ¼ n j À n b is the index variation of slice j. Repeating the process for all groups to solve for all Dn provides n(x) for the entire segment being imaged. It is worth mentioning that a rescaling of all C i 's. does not change the contrast of the reconstructed image. Moreover, in practice, the nano-torches-lens can be designed such that only the first few C i 's. make contributions. Such an approach is validated by numerical simulations; it is numerically found that a good choice of n b based upon the knowledge of the sample greatly increases the accuracy. The algorithm is also robust for a fairly wide range of n b . One of the advantages of the differential algorithm is that as only the differential of the fields is used, ultra-high resolution can still be achieved even if fabrication imperfections are present in the grating.
Having introduced the general scheme, we now demonstrate the superior performance of the nano-torches-lens. Applying the reconstruction algorithm, Fig. 3(a) shows the reconstructed images of a 40 nm-thick sample containing a single defect (n ¼ 1.54893, e.g., Barium crown glass, N-BAK1) in an otherwise uniform silica slab (n ¼ 1.43689 (Ref. 14) ). The lens is made of silver, which has an index n Ag ¼ 0.99886-14.128i (Ref. 15 ) at wavelength k ¼ 2:08 lm (e.g., HO:YAG laser). The grating with unfilled slits is designed so that d ¼ 400 nm and a ¼ 40 nm, and the thickness is L ¼ 662 nm such that the grating is on resonance with the illuminating light. Numerically, the lens transmits 66% of light and reflects only 3% (the remainder dissipates). n b is chosen to be the index of silica. The defects with different sizes s ¼ 60 nm, 40 nm, 20 nm, and 10 nm, respectively, are imaged. The reconstructed images have FWHM 70 nm, 62 nm, 58 nm, and 53 nm, respectively. For even smaller defects, the FWHM is found numerically to approach the size of the light torch ($a), which gives the width of the point spread function (PSF) of the imaging system. That is, for features that are smaller than the slit width, their images are blurred to no less than the slit width. We note that the two kinks in the two larger samples and the two peaks in the two smaller samples are due to the strong evanescent electric field in the y-direction right at the corner of the slits; numerically, we found that they disappear when the sample is slightly translated away (say 10 nm) from the lens.
Next, we investigate the resolving power of the nanotorches-lens to distinguish a small distance g between two small defects with size s each. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 3(b) . The results indicate that when g ! 40 nm (¼a), the two defects can always be distinguished regardless of their sizes. On the other hand, the results show that a very small distance (g ¼ 20 nm) between two large defects (s ¼ 80, 60 nm) can be resolved by the lens. Such a case, from our algorithm, can be considered as complementary to the case wherein a small defect with size g is embedded in an otherwise homogenous material. The result does not violate the well known Abbe-Rayleigh criterion, which describes the resolving power between two point objects.
Till now, we assume that the detector placed in the near field does not perturb the measurements significantly. In practice, such a perturbation is unavoidable. Here we show that accurate image reconstruction is still possible in the presence of near-field perturbation. Consider a slab waveguide penetrating the light torch of the detection slit (Fig. 4(a) ). The waveguide perturbs the strong evanescent field and excites propagating waves inside the waveguide, which can be propagated afar to the measurement end. Fig. 4(b) shows the reconstructed image for a 1.2 lm long sample, and both the reconstructed images with (red squares) and without (blue dots) the waveguide are in good agreement with the original index profile. The slab waveguide is made of silicon (n ¼ 3.44989 (Ref. 14)), embedded in a silica substrate. The width of the slab waveguide is w w ¼ 250 nm, and the gap between the waveguide and the lens is g w ¼ 210 nm, determined through an optimization procedure: w w is fixed so that only the first three coupling constants are significant, with jC 1 =C 0 j ¼ 0:67 > jC 2 =C 0 j ¼ 0:29 ) jC 3 =C 0 j ¼ 0:03; g w is decided by maximizing jC 0 j so that the contrast in the image is as large as possible. Another important factor that degrades the performance of any imaging system is noise. Here we demonstrate the robustness of the nano-torches-lens against external local random noises by adding noises to the measurements. The intensity of random noises is represented by 0.2% Â I Â C Rand , where I is the incident intensity and C Rand is an equidistributed random number between [À1,1]. Fig. 4(c) shows the reconstructed image with (green triangles) and without (red squares) noises, assuming the waveguide is present.
In most biological tissues, due to light scattering and absorption, the optical property is described by a spatially varying complex refractive index:ñðxÞ ¼ nðxÞ þ ijðxÞ. The correlations between the slits allow us to determineñðxÞ in one scanning using two detectors. In such a situation, when one slit is covered by a sample with a complex index, n(x) and jðxÞ contribute independently to the total measured differential field (in general n(x) and jðxÞ give rise to two different sets of coupling constants). By measuring at two neighboring slits (or in general, any two correlated slits), nðxÞ can be determined by applying the reconstruction algorithm outlined above. Fig. 5 shows the reconstructed complex refractive index profile. Such a capability to reconstruct the complex index based on correlations is not possible in a single-slit scenario.
The nano-torches-lens enables a promising alternative modality to achieve ultra-high resolution in optical imaging. To accelerate the data acquisition process, simultaneous multi-channel detection can be employed, and, moreover, the sample may be shifted continuously and steadily while the detector is timed to take measurements at fixed time intervals. For samples with exceedingly large index contrast, the reconstruction algorithm can be generalized to include a nonlinear differential. More distinctively, the lens can be made to work over a wide frequency range from microwave to visible, by properly scaling down the dimensions of the grating. At visible light frequencies, the plasmonic effects become more important, 16 and the material attenuations and skin effects (fields penetrating into the metal) dilate the torches. Nonetheless, with narrower periodic slits, correlated torches that are orders-of-magnitude smaller than the wavelength can still be created, and relatively large signal throughput can be maintained. Such a scalability provides a unique opportunity to find broad applications. The reconstruction of a two-dimensional image can be obtained from a series of one-dimensional scanning, a process akin to the inverse Radon transformation in x-ray computed tomography (CT). These capabilities certainly will greatly extend the applicability of the nano-torches-lens. Finally, we comment on the current state of the art in plasmonic slits. Recently Verslegers et al. considered planar lens with plasmonic slits. 17, 18 The periodic array case 17 makes use of the artificial dielectrics mechanism 12 and are designed to operate as far-field lenses to focus the incoming light, with a waist width much larger than the wavelength of the illumination, while the aperiodic array case 18 can achieve deep-subwavelength focusing only within the structure. In contrast, the lens described here achieves super-resolution by forming a periodic array of nano-torches in the near-field mode and a reconstruction algorithm; the range in the sample to be probed by the lens is limited by the longitudinal extension of the nano-torches in the y-direction. The resolving power decreases when the sample moves away from the nano-torches. This work was supported by the National Science Foundation (ECCS-1254649).
